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Check out this ebook of brave companions by david mccullough from alexander von
humboldt to charles and anne lindbergh, these are stories of people of great vision and
daring whose achievements continue to inspire us today, brilliantly told by master
historian david mccullough. the bestselling author of truman and john adams, david
mccullough has written profiles of exceptional men and women past and present who
have not only shaped from alexander von humboldt to charles and anne lindbergh, these
are stories of people of great vision and daring whose achievements continue to inspire
us today, brilliantly told by master historian david mccullough. the bestselling author of
truman and john adams, david mccullough has written profiles of exceptional men and
women past and present who have not only shaped the course of history or changed how
we see the world but whose stories express much that is timeless about the human
condition. here are alexander von humboldt, whose epic explorations of south america

surpassed the lewis and clark expedition; harriet beecher stowe, &#8220;the little
woman who made the big war&#8221;; frederic remington; the extraordinary louis
agassiz of harvard; charles and anne lindbergh, and their fellow long-distance pilots
antoine de saint-exup&#233;ry and beryl markham; harry caudill, the kentucky lawyer
who awakened the nation to the tragedy of appalachia; and david plowden, a presentday photographer of vanishing america. different as they are from each other,
mccullough&#8217;s subjects have in common a rare vitality and sense of purpose.
these are brave companions: to each other, to david mccullough, and to the reader, for
with rare storytelling ability mccullough brings us into the times they knew and their
very uncommon lives. ...more
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BRAVE INTUITIVE PAINTING: A JOURNAL FOR LIVING
CREATIVELY: AN ART JOURNAL FOR LIVING CREATIVELY
store your paintings, drawings, journal entries, and daily observations within the
pages of this beautiful and inspiring journal. brave intuitive painting: a journal for
living creatively is the perfect partner for artists, crafters, illustrators, doodlers,
sketchers, painters, and more to keep their drawings, paintings, thoughts, and
inspirations. gorgeous artwork on each store your paintings, drawings, journal
entries, and daily observations within the pages of this beautiful and inspiring
journal. brave intuitive painting: a journal for living creatively is the perfect
partner for artists, crafters, illustrators, doodlers, sketchers, painters, and more to
keep their drawings, paintings, thoughts, and inspirations. gorgeous artwork on
each spread complements the helpful techniques, tips, ideas, and inspiration from
painter, flora s. bowley. this book is not only a useful tool, but the perfect
keepsake for creative people of all ages. ...more
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RUSH REVERE AND THE BRAVE PILGRIMS (RUSH REVERE #1)
nationally syndicated radio talk-show host rush limbaugh has long wanted to
make american history come to life for the children of his listeners, so he created
the character of a fearless middle-school history teacher named rush revere, who
travels back in time and experiences american history as it happens, in adventures
with exceptional americans. in this book, he is tra nationally syndicated radio
talk-show host rush limbaugh has long wanted to make american history come to
life for the children of his listeners, so he created the character of a fearless
middle-school history teacher named rush revere, who travels back in time and
experiences american history as it happens, in adventures with exceptional
americans. in this book, he is transported back to the deck of the mayflower.
...more
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ALICE THE BRAVE (ALICE #7)
a month before eighth grade begins, alice realizes she is going to have to face something she's
been afraid of forever. everybody, she knows, is afraid of something: elevators, dogs, planes,
spiders but her fear is worse. it's going to bring absolute disaster to the rest of her summer,
maybe to the rest of her life. the truth is she's afraid of deep water! it's a hot a month before
eighth grade begins, alice realizes she is going to have to face something she's been afraid of
forever. everybody, she knows, is afraid of something: elevators, dogs, planes, spiders but her
fear is worse. it's going to bring absolute disaster to the rest of her summer, maybe to the rest
of her life. the truth is she's afraid of deep water! it's a hot august, and everyone in alice's gang
goes to mark stedmeister's swimming pool almost every day. alice sits at the shallow end. she
plays badminton. she makes excuses, and keeps her problem secret. meanwhile, elizabeth and
pamela, alice's two best friends, tackle problems of their own, and are more or less successful.
life is changing for everyone but alice. bravery begins in little ways, with small steps. that's
what alice finally discovers. and after she faces this particular fear, she knows she can
summon the courage to face other fears as well. as in her previous adventures, alice tackles
some of the big problems of growing up with humor and enterprise and learns once again that
a brother, a father, and friends can offer amazing amounts of help. ...more
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GUIDE TO THE HUNGER GAMES (THE HUNGER GAMES
COMPANIONS)
guide to the hunger games offers a new way to interact with the enthralling world
of the young adult publishing phenomenon that is suzanne collins’ hunger games
trilogy. this companion provides deeper insight into the inspiration behind the
thrilling adventure series, as well as the contemporary themes at its root. profiling
the main characters and providing coverage of the 74th and 75th hunger games
tournaments, long-standing fans can refresh their knowledge while new ones can
explore the dystopian setting of panem in illuminating detail. complete with
Readable/Downloadable
beautiful illustrations, all the most fascinating elements of collins’ creation are
covered here, from muttations to the amazing designs of katniss’ stylist, cinna.
guide to the hunger games comes at the perfect time, coinciding with the highlyanticipated film adaptation of the first book. whether you are an avid reader or just
seeking an introduction to the film, guide to the hunger games provides the perfect
way to engage with the most exciting ya books of the moment. covering all the
aspects of the series that fans love best and including an exclusive guide to
winning the hunger games, this companion brings the world of panem to life and
is a must-have for all aspiring tributes.

THE WORLD OF THE HUNGER GAMES (THE HUNGER GAMES
COMPANIONS)
the definitive, richly illustrated, full-color guide to all the districts of panem, all
the participants in the hunger games, and the life and home of katniss everdeen.
welcome to panem, the world of the hunger games. this is the definitive, richly
illustrated, full-color guide to all the districts of panem, all the participants in the
hunger games, and the life and home of katniss everdeen. a must-have for fans of
both the hunger games novels and the new hunger games film.
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HUNGER GAMES COMPANION (THE HUNGER GAMES
COMPANIONS)
the ultimate companion guide to the blockbuster hunger games trilogy. for all
those who adore katniss and peeta, and can't get enough of the hunger games, this
companion guide to the wildly popular hunger games series is a must-read and a
terrific gift. go deeper into the post-apocalyptic world created by suzanne collins
than you ever thought possible: an alternative future where boys and girls are
chosen from twelve districts to compete in the hunger games, a televised fight-tothe-death. when sixteen-year-old katniss learns that her little sister has been
chosen, she steps up to fight in her place and the games begin. the hunger games
companion takes readers behind the scenes and includes fascinating background
facts about the action in all three books, a revealing biography of the author, and
amazing insights into the series' main themes and features - from the nature of
evil, to weaponry and rebellions, to surviving the end of the world. it's everything
fans have been hungering for since the very first book! this book is not authorized
by suzanne collins, scholastic press or anyone involved in the hunger games
movie.
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SHADOW CHILDREN COMPLETE SET, BOOKS 1-7: AMONG THE
HIDDEN, AMONG THE IMPOSTORS, AMONG THE BETRAYED,
AMONG THE BARONS, AMONG THE BRAVE, AMONG THE ENEMY,
AND AMONG THE FREE (SHADOW CHILDREN)
in a future society that allows only two children per family, all third children are
in danger from the dreaded population police, and these forbidden kids must work
together to survive. margaret peterson haddix's shadow children books are a huge
hit with today's young readers, and now fans can own all seven thrillers from the
Readable/Downloadable
best-selling series. kids won't be able to sto in a future society that allows only
two children per family, all third children are in danger from the dreaded
population police, and these forbidden kids must work together to survive.
margaret peterson haddix's shadow children books are a huge hit with today's
young readers, and now fans can own all seven thrillers from the best-selling
series. kids won't be able to stop turning the pages of each gripping read! includes:
among the hidden, among the impostors, among the betrayed, among the barons,
among the brave, among the enemy, and among the free. ...more
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AMBER WAS BRAVE, ESSIE WAS SMART: THE STORY OF AMBER
AND ESSIE, TOLD HERE IN POEMS AND PICTURES [WITH
HARDCOVER BOOK]
a funny book that makes you cry. a sad book that makes you laugh. a book about
two sisters and their family that makes you wish you were part of itand grateful
that you are not. in short, this book is one surprise after another. the only thing
that is not a surprise is that vera b. williams has created a wholly unforgettable,
absolutely wonderful portrait of amber, essie, a funny book that makes you cry. a
sad book that makes you laugh. a book about two sisters and their family that
makes you wish you were part of it—and grateful that you are not. in short, this
book is one surprise after another. the only thing that is not a surprise is that vera
b. williams has created a wholly unforgettable, absolutely wonderful portrait of
amber, essie, and their world. open the book. you will never be the same again.
...more
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AMBER WAS BRAVE, ESSIE SMART: THE STORY OF AMBER AND
ESSIE, TOLD HERE IN POEMS AND PICTURES [WITH PAPERBACK
BOOK]
with the voices of two individual, but loving sisters resonating through these
poignant, interconnected poems, the narrative of their difficult, but hopeful lives
unfolds with warmth, clarity, and humor. struggling to get through their days with
a father in jail and a mother who works long hours, the two young girls find both
joy and sorrow in their daily lives--and loving with the voices of two individual,
but loving sisters resonating through these poignant, interconnected poems, the
narrative of their difficult, but hopeful lives unfolds with warmth, clarity, and
humor. struggling to get through their days with a father in jail and a mother who
works long hours, the two young girls find both joy and sorrow in their daily
lives--and loving support in one another. ...more
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RUSH REVERE AND THE BRAVE PILGRIMS: TIME-TRAVEL
ADVENTURES WITH EXCEPTIONAL AMERICANS (RUSH REVERE
#1)
nationally syndicated radio talk-show host rush limbaugh has long wanted to
make american history come to life for the children of his listeners, so he created
the character of a fearless middle-school history teacher named rush revere, who
travels back in time and experiences american history as it happens, in adventures
with exceptional americans. in this book, he is tra nationally syndicated radio
talk-show host rush limbaugh has long wanted to make american history come to
life for the children of his listeners, so he created the character of a fearless
middle-school history teacher named rush revere, who travels back in time and
experiences american history as it happens, in adventures with exceptional
americans. in this book, he is transported back to the deck of the mayflower.
...more
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THE HUNGER GAMES TRIBUTE GUIDE (THE HUNGER GAMES
COMPANIONS)
the new york times bestselling hunger games is now a major motion picture—and
here is the ultimate guide to the all the tributes in the 74th annual hunger games!
here is the ultimate guide to the twenty-fourth annual hunger games. follow the
tributes' journey from the reaping to the games, with an exclusive look at all the
highlights along the way—the trip to the capitol, the tribute parade, the stations of
the training center, and the interviews with caesar flickerman. plus you'll find
profiles of president snow and seneca crane, portraits of each tribute, and detailed
information on each district's industry. this unique guide to the tributes contains
never-before-seen photos and quotes from the film, and is a must-have for any
hunger games fan.
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THE HUNGER GAMES: A WIKIFOCUS BOOK (THE HUNGER GAMES
COMPANIONS)
commentary on the hunger games: a wikifocus book details the inspiration and
origins, plot, themes, publication history, cover, critical reception, film adaptation
and impact of the hunger games. the hunger games is a young-adult science fiction
novel written by suzanne collins. it was originally published on september 14,
2008 by scholastic.it is the first book of the hunger games trilogy. it introduces
sixteen-year-old katniss everdeen, who lives in a post-apocalyptic world in the
country of panem where north america once stood. this is where a powerful
government working in a central city called the capitol holds power. in the book,
the hunger games are an annual televised event where the capitol chooses one boy Readable/Downloadable
and one girl from each district to fight to the death. the hunger games exist to
demonstrate not even children are beyond the reach of the capitol's power.
wikifocus books are collaborative books designed for education on specific
subject matter. our motto is "collaborative books for creative minds" and it is our
mission to provide focused content for both educational and entertainment
purposes. we present targeted information on specific subjects which are compiled
from online collaborative resources from across the globe. some text and images
contained in this book have been reused and/or repurposed for commercial
distribution under the creative commons attribution-sharealike 3.0 unported
license (cc-by-sa) and the gnu free documentation license (gfdl).

THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO THE PHILOSOPHY OF BIOLOGY
(CAMBRIDGE COMPANIONS TO PHILOSOPHY)
the philosophy of biology is one of the most exciting new areas in the field of
philosophy and one that is attracting much attention from working scientists. this
companion, edited by two of the founders of the field, includes newly
commissioned essays by senior scholars and up-and-coming younger scholars
who collectively examine the main areas of the subject - the nature the philosophy
of biology is one of the most exciting new areas in the field of philosophy and one
that is attracting much attention from working scientists. this companion, edited
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by two of the founders of the field, includes newly commissioned essays by senior
scholars and up-and-coming younger scholars who collectively examine the main
areas of the subject - the nature of evolutionary theory, classification, teleology
and function, ecology, and the problematic relationship between biology and
religion, among other topics. up-to-date and comprehensive in its coverage, this
unique volume will be of interest not only to professional philosophers but also to
students in the humanities and researchers in the life sciences and related areas of
inquiry. ...more

THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO RENAISSANCE PHILOSOPHY
(CAMBRIDGE COMPANIONS TO PHILOSOPHY)
the cambridge companion to renaissance philosophy, published in 2007, provides
an introduction to a complex period of change in the subject matter and practice of
philosophy. the philosophy of the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries is often
seen as transitional between the scholastic philosophy of the middle ages and
modern philosophy, but the essays collected here, by the cambridge companion to
renaissance philosophy, published in 2007, provides an introduction to a complex
period of change in the subject matter and practice of philosophy. the philosophy
of the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries is often seen as transitional between
Readable/Downloadable
the scholastic philosophy of the middle ages and modern philosophy, but the
essays collected here, by a distinguished international team of contributors, call
these assumptions into question, emphasizing both the continuity with scholastic
philosophy and the role of renaissance philosophy in the emergence of modernity.
they explore the ways in which the science, religion and politics of the period
reflect and are reflected in its philosophical life, and they emphasize the
dynamism and pluralism of a period which saw both new perspectives and
enduring contributions to the history of philosophy. this will be an invaluable
guide for students of philosophy, intellectual historians, and all who are interested
in renaissance thought. ...more
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THE BLACKWELL COMPANION TO THE STUDY OF RELIGION
(BLACKWELL COMPANIONS TO RELIGION)
this prestigious companion offers the most comprehensive survey to date of the
study of religion. featuring a team of international contributors, and edited by one
of the most widely respected scholars in the field, "the blackwell companion to the
study of religion" provides an interdisciplinary and authoritative guide to the
subject. examines the main approaches to the st this prestigious companion offers
the most comprehensive survey to date of the study of religion. featuring a team of
international contributors, and edited by one of the most widely respected scholars
in the field, "the blackwell companion to the study of religion" provides an
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interdisciplinary and authoritative guide to the subject. examines the main
approaches to the study of religion: anthropology, the comparative method,
economics, literature, philosophy, psychology, sociology, and theology. also
covers a diverse range of topical issues, such as the body, fundamentalism, magic,
and new religious movements consists of 24 essays written by an outstanding
team of international scholars reviews, within each chapter, an outline of a
particular subfield and traces its development up to the present day debates how
the discipline may look in the future represents all the major issues, methods and
positions in the field ...more

THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO CANADIAN LITERATURE
(CAMBRIDGE COMPANIONS TO LITERATURE)
eva-marie kroller's comprehensive introduction to major writers, genres and topics
in canadian literature takes into consideration relevant social, political and
economic developments. broad surveys of fiction, drama, and poetry are
complemented by chapters on aboriginal writing, francophone writing,
autobiography, literary criticism, writing by women, and the emergence of evamarie kroller's comprehensive introduction to major writers, genres and topics in
canadian literature takes into consideration relevant social, political and economic
Readable/Downloadable
developments. broad surveys of fiction, drama, and poetry are complemented by
chapters on aboriginal writing, francophone writing, autobiography, literary
criticism, writing by women, and the emergence of urban writing in a country
traditionally defined by its regions. nature-writing, exploration- and travelwriting, and short fiction are also covered. eva-marie kroller is professor at
university of british columbia and editor of the journal canadian literature. her
previous books include canadian travellers in europe, 1851-1900 (ubc press,
1987), george bowering (talonbooks, 1992) and pacific encounters (with a. smith,
j. mostow, r. kramer) (institute of asian research, ubc, 1997). ...more

THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO ARABIC PHILOSOPHY
(CAMBRIDGE COMPANIONS TO PHILOSOPHY)
representing one of the great traditions of western philosophy, philosophy written
in arabic and in the islamic world was inspired by greek philosophical works and
the indigenous ideas of islamic theology. this collection of essays, by some of the
leading scholars in arabic philosophy, provides an introduction to the field by way
of chapters devoted to individual thinkers representing one of the great traditions Readable/Downloadable
of western philosophy, philosophy written in arabic and in the islamic world was
inspired by greek philosophical works and the indigenous ideas of islamic
theology. this collection of essays, by some of the leading scholars in arabic
philosophy, provides an introduction to the field by way of chapters devoted to
individual thinkers (such as al-farabi, avicenna and averroes) or groups, especially
during the 'classical' period from the ninth to the twelfth centuries. ...more

THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO FANTASY LITERATURE (CAMBRIDGE COMPANIONS TO
LITERATURE)
fantasy is a creation of the enlightenment, and the recognition that excitement and wonder can be found in
imagining impossible things. from the ghost stories of the gothic to the zombies and vampires of twenty-firstcentury popular literature, from mrs radcliffe to ms rowling, the fantastic has been popular with readers. since
tolkien and his many imitators, however, it h fantasy is a creation of the enlightenment, and the recognition that
excitement and wonder can be found in imagining impossible things. from the ghost stories of the gothic to the
zombies and vampires of twenty-first-century popular literature, from mrs radcliffe to ms rowling, the fantastic has
been popular with readers. since tolkien and his many imitators, however, it has become a major publishing
phenomenon. in this volume, critics and authors of fantasy look at its history since the enlightenment, introduce
readers to some of the different codes for the reading and understanding of fantasy, and examine some of the many
varieties and subgenres of fantasy; from magical realism at the more literary end of the genre, to paranormal
romance at the more popular end. the book is edited by the same pair who produced the cambridge companion to
science fiction (winner of a hugo award in 2005). ...more
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THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO KANT AND MODERN
PHILOSOPHY (CAMBRIDGE COMPANIONS TO PHILOSOPHY)
the philosophy of immanuel kant is the watershed of modern thought, which
irrevocably changed the landscape of the field and prepared the way for all the
significant philosophical movements of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
this 2006 volume, which complements the cambridge companion to kant, covers
every aspect of kant's philosophy, with a particular focus on his the philosophy of
immanuel kant is the watershed of modern thought, which irrevocably changed
the landscape of the field and prepared the way for all the significant
philosophical movements of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. this 2006
volume, which complements the cambridge companion to kant, covers every
aspect of kant's philosophy, with a particular focus on his moral and political
philosophy. it also provides detailed coverage of kant's historical context and of
the enormous impact and influence that his work has had on the subsequent
history of philosophy. the bibliography also offers extensive and organized
coverage of both classical and recent books on kant. this volume thus provides the
broadest and deepest introduction currently available on kant and his place in
modern philosophy, making accessible the philosophical enterprise of kant to
those coming to his work for the first time. ...more
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THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO GREEK AND ROMAN
PHILOSOPHY (CAMBRIDGE COMPANIONS TO PHILOSOPHY)
this wide-ranging introduction to the study of philosophy in the ancient world
surveys the period's developments and evaluates a comprehensive series of major
thinkers, ranging from pythagoras to epicurus. tables, illustrations, and extensive
advice on further reading contribute to an ideal book for survey courses on the
history of ancient philosophy. it will be an invalua this wide-ranging introduction
to the study of philosophy in the ancient world surveys the period's developments
and evaluates a comprehensive series of major thinkers, ranging from pythagoras
to epicurus. tables, illustrations, and extensive advice on further reading
contribute to an ideal book for survey courses on the history of ancient
philosophy. it will be an invaluable guide for those interested in the philosophical
thought of a rich and formative period. ...more
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